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JOHNSONIAN
Morale down
Faculty concerned about lack
of pay raises and trust
by Denise Stubbs
News Writer
As the cost ofliving continues to rise, the Winthrop faculty continues to see no increase in salary and no increase
in morale.
There has been a lack of a
pay raise for the faculty in the
past few years and this has
disturbed many of them.
Some of the faculty are
having to find an alternative
source of income, a practice
that is unhealthy for those that
do.
"We are very likely looking at a zero percent raise for
next year," said Dr. Edward
Haynes, associate professor of
history, "The College of
Charleston is receiving four
percent to six percent. Obviously the College of Charleston values their faculty-Winthrop does not. We have lost
four faculty members while at
the same time we were hiring
new administration. We did
not go into education to get
rich,but^Wdo want a decent
salaiy. Wheitever the faculty
talk about salary, the people
in Tillman say they are greedy.
There is a real sadness among

the faculty."
It has become evident that
some of the members of the
faculty have become concerned
because the lack of a pay raises
has made living conditions difficultin some situations. Some
of these teachers may accept
offers from other schools.
"For over four years there
has been an average raise of
one percent," said Dr. William
A. Sullivan, chair of the English Department. "People in
my department can get 10 to 14
percent elsewhere. I have got
some really good teachers that
I do not want to give .up to
schools that are not as good as
Winthrop just because theycan
pay snore."
"All of us who work for the
state of South Carolina are concerned because we have entered
another year without a raise,"
said Tom Webb, director for
student activities, "Morale is
good, but not great because you.
still have to go home and pay
the light bill."
"I think the morale is pretty
clearly related to the economic
situation," Dr. William Daniel,
See MORALE pg. 4

Cultural events debated
by students and faculty
by Janet A. Brindle
News Editor
The mandatory attendance of students to cultural
events has sparked controversy among studen ts and faculty.
"The cultural events are a
recommendation by the faculty," said Betsy Brown, assistant to the vice president of
academic affairs. "As far as I
know there is no movement or
group which is trying to get rid
of them."
For the most part, controversy regardingthe events has
been against the current policies.
In order to graduate each
student is required to attend
three cultural events for every
15 hours completed at Winthrop.
Therefore, the average
student who takes 124 hours
needs to attend 24 cultural

events in their college career.
"I think that they are useful to an extent," said senior
Wayne Marchant. "But 24 is
too much to graduate from college."
Senior Christi Coleman,
who has been to 15 events so
far, said that it gets harder to
attend cultural events in upper
levels because upperclassman
have less time.
"It is good that they give us
an opportunity to enrich our
lives, but I think that it would
be better to get rid of the requirement for graduation or at
least cut down the number of
events that are required,"
Coleman said.
Freshman Greta Steele has
been to three events so far and
believes that the idea behind
cultural events is a good one,
but that students should not

This state owned van was seen parked illegally at Johnson Hall.

and Sciences affected by cuts

by Alvin McEwen
News Writer
This is the first of a four
part series that will tell how
four campus departments —
the college of arts and science,
the school of business, Athletics Department and the administration — are dealing with
Winthrop's budget cuts.
Recent budget cuts have
limited the college of Arts and
Sciences' ability to function as
before.
Robin Bowers, dean of the
See CULTURAL pg. 5 college of Arts and Sciences,
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Caught in the act

said the budget situation will
stabilize over the next five
years and the college of Arts
and Sciences will find ways to
deal with it.
"We will continue to consider ways to save money by
using what we have more effectively and more efficiently,"
he said.
Biology Professor William
Rogers saidhis department has
less money for structural equipment, such as P.H. meters,
balances and maintenance of
microscopes.
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"We have a lot of equipment getting used by a lot of
students and it breaks after a
while," Rogers said.
He said the budget cuts
have made it difficult to get the
equipment repaired.
"We have to scramble to
get the funds to get the equipment fixed," Rogers said.
He also said some instructors go to the state surplus store
and pick up second hand equipment, which they repair themSee BUDGET pg. 4

Tattoos:
a new trend?
See pg. 10
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Fiber optics
to be installed
campus wide

by Jeff Monhelt
Spotlight Editor
Imagine being able to look
for books, talk to friends anywhere in the world or register
for classes from your own room.
Advancesin computer technology will make it possible to do
all of those things on Winthrop
campus by use of fiber optics
and networking.
The concept is not a new
one. Missouri State University completely networked its
campus a few years ago.
Don Gardner, executive
director for information management administrative computing, said many institutions
are networking because of the
importance ofinformation technology.
"In two years, 75-80 percent of the campus, if not all
will be done," Gardner said.
He said the plan is to completely network the Winthrop
campus, including classrooms,
faculty staff offices and student residence halls.
Winthrop is an Internet
node. Anyone using the system at Winthrop will have access to computers around the

world.
Gardner said the Dacus
On-line Catalog should be
added to the network by the
end of the month.
A few buildings on campus
have already been incorporated
into the system. Currently,
Tillman, the Academic Computing Center, several offices
in Thurmond and a few offices
in McLaurin are using the system. Gardner said Withers
should be on-line shortly.
He said a request for cost
estimates has already been
made to Digital Equipment Co.
to bring the rest of the academic buildings on-line.
As for students, a proposed
cable system for Winthrop's
residence halls, that will include telephone and data wiring is needed to allow student
usage of the network system.
Once the system isin place,
student services will include
DOC and access to the international network.
Through a simple command, Internet will allow students to send and receive mes-

House beginning to serve purpose
by Tammy Galloway

News Writer

In August 1992, during a
time of major budget cuts and
hiring freezes, Winthrop
bought an $85,000 house on
Oakland Avenue.
When the house was first
purchased, J. P. McKee, vice
president for business and finance, said the Sellers House
was a good deal and should
have paid for itself in three
years if rented as planned.
Recently he said the house
See FIBER OPTICS, pg.4
is not self-supporting yet, but
after it reaches that point, it
All Winthrop students
will become a revenue builder
and faculty
for Winthrop.
The house was named for
$
00
its previous owners.
Aleda Cotty, director of the
does not include haircut, long hair extra
Joynes Conference Center, said
With This Coupon
the house is rented for $200
at the Aristocrat.
Offer good w i t h Melissa M u r p h y only.

25

Perm

329-2918]

1045 CAMDEN AVE.327-7735

V

McDonalds
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The Sellers House

per day through the conference
center to businesses which are
giving additional training to
their employees or having conferences.
"The advantage of having
the Sellers House is that we
only rent it out to one group at
a time as compared to accommodating up to three groups in
Joynes," Cotty said. "That way
the group has privacy and is
not interrupted by other
groups."
She said the house has attracted mostly local business
since it opened in March, but
she expects local and outside
business to pick up in mid-October after a new brochure designed to market the house is
mailed out.
Director of University Relations Ray Jones said the

house was purchased because
the facility would provide on
campus and off campus organizations with adequate meeting space.
"Having supplementary
conference/classroom space
was needed because we did not
have a place to put people,"
Jones said. T h e house enables
us to avoid the problem of trying to use classroom space."
"The house makes us more
competitive for conference business because our space before
was limited," Jones said.
He said conference business is important to Winthrop
because it strengthens public
relations, is good for future conference business, and sometimes earns capital and scholarship donations for the university.

Park leads confederate crusade

The Confederate States of
America Historical Preservation Society is now forming a
chapter at Winthrop University to represent the heritage
based on heritage — not hate,
truth and historical documentation, exposing myth, slander
and racial hatred falsely associated with the heritage.
The organization will focus on historical aspects of the
heritage while actively pursuing a political campaign to reinstate the heritage at all
Southern capitols.
The idea is that, with truth
known, black and white people
can come together for a better
tomorrow. The Confederate
flag should remain at all Southern capitols.
Many Southerners among
the ranks today are concerned
and bitterly offended that our
flag and heritage is viewed as a
racist symbol. We are, again,
deeply concerned and bitterly
offended that we ourselves are
viewed as racists when we
honor our heritage for contrary
reasons.
"The Cause" was Southern
independence and The Consti-

tution. The Confederacy itself
was built upon the principles
of honor, valor and chivalry
from English knighthood. The
Confederate Army was a Christian army as over 80 percent of
the men had placed their destiny in the hands of God. The
bravery ofthe Confederate soldier is marked by the existence
of more than 60 organizations
throughout Europe and the
world. The South never once
violated The Constitution.
Still buried deep beneath
the ashes of war and the pages
of history, lie many myths
about the men who wore gray
and the Confederacy.
The most common myth is
that the war was fought over
slavery rather than constitutional ideas. That the Southern people or Confederate
Army practiced racial extermination or genocide against the
black people; that the Confederate flag was placed at all
Southern capitols in defiance
of a U.S. Supreme Court order
outlawing racial segregation;
that most blacks fought for the
North — from where did these
myths come?

The heritage has not had
any form ofrepresentation and
has been trampled to the extent that several weeks ago the
U.S. Senate branded the honorable banner a "racist symbol."
The organization will seek
"brains" from the departments
at Winthrop to facilitate the
confederacy including histoiy,
business, art, marketing and
virtually all others. Officers will
be needed to coordinate with
allied chapters at The University of South Carolina, University of Georgia at Athens and
allied organizations throughout Europe and South America.
Many are dignified or distinguished individuals and organizations.
Other activities include
fund raising, poster construction, political strategies, promoting the heritage as guest
speakers at special events, excursions of historical significance, cook-outs and camping
along land contributed at Rambling Creek over in York.
All students concerned
with preservingSouthern heriSee PARK, pg. 3
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AFTER
THE
CHOICE
IS
YOURS!
File Photo

Winthrop University cheerleaders play at Carowlnds on Saturday afternoon. The
cheerleaders participated In the Carowlnds Youth League Championship. The cheerleaders
and the Gold and Garnet Dance Team performed for the high school students who were
there to compete and view college cheering.

Cheerleaders and dance team
invited to Carowinds exhibition

by Denlse Stubbs
News Writer
The Winthrop University
cheerleaders and Gold and
Garnet Dance Team were one
of several state schools selected
to perform at the Carowinds
Youth League Cheerleading
Championship on Saturday,
Sept. 25. It marked the first
time Winthrop had been invited to the competition.
The performance given was
a routine like ones done at
Homecoming.
It was an exhibition to
give younger cheerleaders a
first hand experience of how
college teams perform.

PARK

Continued from pg. 2
tage as members or officers are
encouraged to get involved and
help restore an honorable heritage. Meetings will be 4 to 5:30
p.m. on the second and fourth
Mondays ofeach month in room
221 Dinkins. No racism will be
tolerated among our ranks.
Our first rally is scheduled
at the State Capitol Sat., Nov.
13 from 10:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
Confederate States Allied —
Europe commences with a demonstration at the American
Embassy in Stockholm, Sweden Oct. 2.
Both demonstrations are a
result of the recent decision of
the U.S. Senate against the
United Daughters of the Confederacy, which in effect
"branded" the Confederate flag
a racist symbol, as a racial issue.
For more information, call
Sobrine Solomaon or Charles
Park at 327-3119.
Submitted by Charles
Park, a Winthrop student who
is organizing the local chapter
of the organization.

Each year a few college
squads are asked to perform
for the competition. The University of South Carolina and
the University of North Carolina Charlotte squads were also
present.
This performance gave the
squad a chance to see what
kind of talent they had this
year and help them prepare for
the upcoming national competition.
Ricky Hill, coach of the
cheerleading squad and dance
team, said, "Both the cheerleaders and the dancers did an
exceptional job. It is the best
cheerleading and dance team

Winthrop has had... they are
really talented and dedicated."
"It went really well," cheerleader Alan Thomes said. "It
was a success."
"We were real excited to be
doing this routine at
Carowinds," cheerleader Tonya
Robinson said. "This was the
first time we Have been asked
to perform there,"
"It was great. We were
asked to do an encore," said
dance team member Yolanda
"Yogi" Coach, "There were a
lot of kids from Georgia, South
Carolina, and North Carolina.
The kids who were competing
showed a lot of talent."

DN
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"The Associates" honors contributors
"Associates" donated $1000 or
more.
The" Associates" have over
100 donors who include Dr.
and Mrs. Anthony DiGiorgio,
The Bookworm, The Herald*
NationsBank, PiedmontMedical Center, Duke Power Company, The Charlotte Observer.
The Rock Hill Inn, South Carolina National Bank and other
local and national groups.
Their role is to ensure
Winthrop's continued growth
and progress and provide private financial support and resources at a leadership level,

by Joyce Tisdale

Staff Writer

"The Associates," Winthrop University's donor society, held its first annual dinner to honor those who have
contributed more than $1000
to support student scholarships and academic programs.
Last year "The Associates"
raised more than $500,000.
The President's "Associates" are donors who have contributed $5,000 or more to the
University, Tower "Associates"
are donors who have given
$2,500 or more and Winthrop

assisting in efforts to further
the mission of the University as
stated in Winthrop's Vision of
Distinction.
A reception was held at the
President's house and dinner
was served in McBryde hall.
The Winthrop Chorale and
student pianist Jermaine Evans
provided the entertainment.
Tammy Thomson, director
of annual support, said, "The
turnout for the evening was
wonderful. Student entertainment was outstanding and so
far I've received positive feedback."

MORALE

Photo by Suzanne Dorr

Outdoor class
Professor Gio Venezia and her student Tarcha Moore talk
about class on the lawn.

Volunteer fair offered

by Brad Bryant
Managing Editor
Residence Life is sponsoring a volunteer fair that could
help students make connections for future internships.
"The fair is a time when
agencies need volunteers and
can talk to students," Residence Life worker Laura Foster said. "It is an easy access
for students to learn about internships."
The fair, which is in its
secondyear, will have approximately 20 city and campus organizations present lookingfor
student volunteers. Some of
the groups participating include the United Way, Winthrop Friends and Rock Hill
Clean and Green.
"We're acting as a clearing
house or liaison between the

students and organizations,
Foster said.
Foster said the fair was a
product of a study done to see
how studentsgotinvolved with
the community. She said there
were ideas proposed that included having classes that required students to be involved,
much like CIS classes are
structured now. But it was
decided that it would not be
volunteering and the fair was
developed to give students an
opportunity to participate.
Foster also said that volunteering with the organizations could become important
if President Bill Clinton's plan
which allows students to pay
off student loans through volunteer work is passed.
The fair will be Oct. 6 from
10 a.m.to1:30 p.m. in Dinkins.

Continued from pg. 1
Jr., chair, professor of philosophy and religion said, "It is
the primary element of morale anywhere youhave a situation where the budget is
tight."
The economy is in a recession right now and this has
had some impact on the budget and funding for activities
and materials at Winthrop.
"The morale of the faculty
is not good at this point in
time," said Dr. Barbara Price,
professor of computer science
and quantitative methods,
"Reduction in funding has
caused cuts in travel, classroom material, and staff. The
cuts have caused faculty to
have to fund their own trips
for research and meetings."
The state legislature allocates money for the salaries of
teachers.
"Ithasbeen extremely unfortunate that the legislature
has not allocated more money
for higher education in general and for faculty and staff

salaries," said Ray Jones, director of university relations,
"We at Winthrop will marshall
as much strength as we can to
argue for raises in the coming
fiscal year."
The fact that decisions are
made without the input of the
faculty has distressed many
faculty members, especially
those in the library recently.
"Morale is kind of low because offrustration," said Gail
Teaster-Woods, chair of faculty assembly in Dacus library, "There was no back and
forth conversation over the decision. We feel that we have
been pulled out of the mainstream of the teaching and
learning process."
A newsletter that discussed the concerns the library
faculty had With the library
decision was sent to the Winthrop faculty.
A major concern that was
brought up was the lack of
communication with the library faculty during the deci-

BUDGET

Continued from pg. 1
selves.
The biology department
also has to reduce the number
of journals they subscribe to,
Rogers said.
He said this causes a problem because professors have
to keep up with what's happening in their field so that
students can have up to date
information.
"In biology," he said,"
there's no way you could use
the exact notes without updating them."
Rogers said this is because
Figures in last week's issue regarding budget cuts were while biology topics may reincorrect. Thefollowingfiguresare the correct percentage cuts main the same, the examples
for the respective departments:
and ideas contained in those
Academic Affairs-2.1%
topics change.
Student Life-10%
English Department
Institutional Advacement-9%
Chairman William Sullivan
Athletics-2.3%
said his department has seen
Finance and Business- 2.2%
an increase in the number of
President-6%
English majors overfiveyears,
while there has been a 25 per-

Correction

cent decrease in the supply
budget at the same period of
time.
"As we get better students
at Winthrop," Sullivan said.
"More students want to take
English and writing courses
as their electives."
He said the decrease in
the supply budget presents a
problem because material supplies such as pencils, pens and
copiers are the "bread and
butter" of the English department.
In order to lessen the effects of the budget cuts,
Sullivan said, instructors are
passing out handouts and requiring students to give them
back at the end of the term.
He said instructors are
also not using materials supplies as much as they have
before.
Speech
Department
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sion process.
"The process used to reach
this decision was one with which
you are very familiar. Once
again an important decision was
reached without consultation or
direct input from faculty. This
'process' issue directly affects
all faculty since it demonstrates
a continuing failure by the administration to involve the faculty in the decision making process."
"I feel like the professors
feel like a lot of things have
been done behind their backs
said senior mass communication and French mtgor, Gary
Wade, "I think a lot of the faculty are upset about things but
are scared to speak out, but
maybe perhaps others on campus just want to cause controversy. I think that in thegrand
scheme of things the administration has done a pretty good
job. I do not think anyone can
argue with the fact that Winthrop is perceived better than it
was five years ago."

(8Q3)547-POWW

Hours: 10-9pm M-Sat 1-6:30 Sun

Chairman Louis Rosso said the
budget cuts have left his department with money to basically function, but not to grow.
He said his department increased class size by eliminating some courses, including one
in voice and diction and another
in public speaking.
Both Sullivan and Rogers
expressed a concern about how
travel budget for the college of
arts and sciences have been cut.
"Whenever institutions get
into trouble, that's (travel budget) the first thing they cut," he
said.
Sullivan said the cut in the
travel budget presents a problem because the majority of
people in the English department travel in order to read
papers at national and regional
professional forums.
Bowers said that individual
faculty travel budgets removed
two years ago, but were created
again last year from the money
taken from the faculty development budget.
Bowers alsosaidthismoney
will also be applied this year
and the college is hoping to receive more money due to the
$30 million surplus the state of
South Carolina will give to
higher education.
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Police Beat
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through the
collaboration of the Winthrop University Police Department
and The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to
provide Winthrop students, faculty and staff with an
awareness of crime and criminal offenses which could occur
on campus or in the surrounding community.
9-18-93 Petty Larceny
Complaintant stated that someone removed her clothes from
her dryer in East Thomson. She stated that some of the
clothes were thrown on the floor but three pairs of jean shorts
and one pair black jeans. Complaintant stated that she could
identify the items if she saw them.

Photo by Jonathan Tedder

Roseanna Thompson, cultural events monitor, collects culturalevents slips after the
Richard Kastle performance Friday night.

CULTURAL

Continued from pg. 1
have to pay to attend events.
"We're poor college students to begin with," Steele
said.
Sophomore Steve Johnson
had a different outlook on attending the events.
He felt that if the requirement was ended, there might
be less attendance, but the
people who went would really
want to be there for reasons
other than simply graduation.
"It seems like they would
have more of an impact if they
" 'Wete used as extra credit for
classes by teachers," Johnson
said "Not everyone would go,
but most people would probably like to take advantage of
extra credit"
Kelvin Redmond,
a
graphic design major said,
"Now people are going to the
events just to get a little slip

dance at events, but they also
offer cultural experiences that
students would probably not
experience elsewhere.
"I think they are wonderful," Jones said. They are
also really cheap compared to
whatisbeingchargedforthese
events out in the real world."
Cristina Grabiel, associate dean for student development, said that since she has
been here, she has seen the
quantity and quality of events
improve immensely.
"Initially students are going to the events because they
have to, butitis enablingthem
to be cultured," Grabiel said.
"And who knows, they might
discoverthatthey actually like
i t After all, you can't decide if
you like something until you
experience i t "

instead of going for the event."
Both Redmond and Johnson
felt that cultural events were
valuable experiences but to make
it a requirement made it seem
like a task instead of something
to look forward to.
The cultural events committee meets in order to decide what
programs will be given cultural
credit and which will not.
Several members of the committee are also cultural events
monitors.
Monitor Tiffany Spann believes that 24 events is fair because it gives people opportunities to see things that they normally wouldn't get to see.
"It gets people out of their
rooms andhelps to broaden their
horizons," Spann said.
Student activities coordinator, Boyd Jones, said that cultural events do help with atten-

9-19-93 Possession of Alcohol Under 21
While patrolling the area near Byrnes, officer noticed car
exceeding the speed limit. After stopping the subject near
Richardson, the officer could smell alcoholic beverages
coming from the vehicle. The officer had subject step out of
the vehicle and after searching the passenger compartment,
found an open can of beer and two which hadnl been open. .
The officer explained to the subject that he could be charged
and the effect this could have on his license. The open beer
was poured out, and the two unopened cans taken and
disposed of.
9-19-93 Hit and Run on Edgefield St.
Complainant stated an unknown person driving a white
vehicle, hit the front left bumper of his black Nissan Pulsar,
while parked overnight. Estimated damage is $75.
9-22-93 Grand Larceny
Complaintant stated the last time he saw the lap top
computer belonging in the ACC was the eighth or ninth of
September. The computer was left with him for repairs and
when the complainant went to retrieve it from its case, it was
gone. The computer does not have a Winthrop decal
number.

FIBER OPTICS •
Continued from pg. 2
sages form other students to
send and receive messages
from other students using the
network anywhere in the
world.
Students will also have
access to information from libraries around the world.
Gardner said the only
thing standing in the way is

money.
He said the initial cost will
be higher that the nearly $80,000
residence life currently pays to
maintain the cable system, but
because Winthrop will own the
new system, the school will save
money in the long run.
"The good news is, we should
get the money in January from

the delayed capital improvement bond," Gardner said.
The money from the bond
was delayed by the Budget
and Control Board because of
financial
commitments
needed to attract BMW to
South Carolina. The bond
money will cover both hardware and software.

9-22-93 Larceny of Bicycle
Complainant stated that person(s) stole her bike from the
bike rack at Lee Wicker. The bike is described as a Murray,
ladies mountain bike, 18 speed, black, Murray logo on the
frame in black and silver letters. The bike has a black pouch
on the handle bars.
9-22-93 Petty Larceny
Complaintant stated she went into the locker room, changed
into her swimsuit and put her watch and purse under her
clothes. Complaintant stated that when she returned from the
pool, her gold band Seiko watch was missing. Complaintant
stated that students are not allowed to put their lock on the
lockers, and that is why she did not use a locker. She stated
that she could identify the watch if she saw it.
9-23-93 Larceny of Hubcaps
Complaintant reported that her the hubcaps from her 1993
Chevrolet Geo Storm while parked in the freshman parking
were silver and blue in color. There are currently
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Student behavior
at AIDS lecture K i
an embarassment
The behavior displayed by some students at Monday
night's AIDS awareness lecture is an embarrassment to
the entire campus.
Winthrop was fortunate enough to hear a powerful
message from Sharon Lund, who has been infected with
the HIV Virus, which causes AIDS, for eight years.
It is too bad that many of those in attendance were too
immature and insensitive to truly witness and experience
the courage she possesses.
Lund has dedicated the rest of her life to saving
people's lives.
She does not use pamphlets, propaganda or slides.
She talks about real life — her life. And it was appalling to
witness a total disregard for her story and her life which
was exhibited by a large majority of the audience.
Audience members snickered at the use of the word
"penis." Begging your pardon, but aren't we all adults
here? Only those with a childlike mentality would find such
a reference amusing while attending an event with such a
serious tone.
A total disregard for others was also shown when one
audience member said he had AIDS. This statement of
fact from the man brought much reaction from the crowd,
especially those seated near him.
And this after Lund had just explained that you could
not contract AIDS from casual contact.
Why were these people there? What would motivate
them to attend an event that clearly was not of interest to
them?
Perhaps the cultural event credit and participation
points for Greek Week that accompanied the program had
something to do with that. If so, one could make a convinc
ing argument against such requirements.
Clearly, some students are not mature enough to
enrich their lives.

JOHNSONIAN

Tetters to the editor

Author of disputed Tatlerfeature says
we must consider all sides of an issue
T> UJ:;..
Dear Editor,
This is in reference to last
weeks letter. I am not shocked
to see an eager sister jump to
the defense of her sorority.
Unfortunately she does not
understand the concept of wntingfor the public. When ayearbook is written it is important
that it contain all aspects of
the studentbodyboth good and
bad. As a former writer for The
Tatler, it was my responsibility to write an unbiased piece
about the negative side of
Greek life. My personal opinion was not used as a basis for
the issue. If this person
'""uldn't have been so quick to

criticize me and instead would
have carefully read with an
open mind, she mighthave seen
the following: "After much research and experience it was
discovered."
Before I began writing I
gathered the opinions of numerous students both nonGreek and Greek. It was a combination of these opinions that
were the basis for "The Downside ofGreeks."If lhad planned
to overstep the bounds with a
criticizing opinion I would not
have done so with my eyes
closed, like you've chosen to do.
I hate to inform you that
last week's letter did not create

a great sense of realization of
wrong doing on my part. In
fact, I must thank you for so
eloquently proving an important point. In many cases the
Greek system creates a sense
of superiority along with a great
hubris "you can do r>o wrong."
Perhaps it's my letter of response that will open your eyes
and allow you to understand
that there is a positive and
negative side to everything.
Once you grasp that concept you can read both sides of
the issue while maturely accepting praise and honest criticism.
April Perry
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Announcing...

This column is for the use of the entire Winthrop community in making announcements. This is a free service to all, but some restrictions on content will be enfo
The serving of alcohol will not be announced in conjunction with any event in any manner. Announcements are due in The Johnsonian office by 5 p.m. Friday be
publication. The announcement should include the name and phone of a contact person. The Johnsonian staff reserves the right to not print announcements tha
felt to be inappropriate and to place announcements as it deems appropriate. Announcements may be edited for space. All announcements should be type-writte
legible if hand-written. We reserve the right to edit announcements.

Announcements
•Now's your chancs to make
a difference. Join the First Year
Student Advisory Board. The only
qualification is that you must be
in your first year at Winthrop. If
interested, call Donna Chapa at
4503.
• P l a n n i n g t o g r a d u a t e in
May, A u g u s t o r D e c e m b e r
1994?Pleasecomeby the Records
Office, located in 101 Tillman
Hall, to receive and fill out an
application for diploma. You can
beat the deadlines, avoidlatefees
and your diploma will be ready
and waiting for you when you
graduate.
•Dinkins Student Union offers "Winthrop Weekend a t
Paramount's Carowinds" Oct. 2
or3.Price:$12.5Q/ticket(A$10.45
savings!) Tickets can be purchased with your Winthrop ID at
the Dinkins Information Desk.

•On Mon., Oct. 4, NOW will
sponsor a candlelight vigil in
memory of the women who have
died from abortions. The vigil
will begin in front of Kinard a t 9
p.m. Call Jen Phillips at 3536 if
you have questions.
•Model League of A r a b
States members.—.don't forget
our meetings on Tuesday evenings at 9 p.m. in the conference
room, third floor Bancroft. Have
read and be prepared to discuss
the readings.
•Alpha Lambda Delta members — be watching your mail-

boxes for announcements regarding upcoming meetings, service
projects and social events. Call
Jay Karen a t 4497 for more information.
•The American College of
Health Care Associates and the
American College of Health Care
Administrators will meet Mon.,
Oct. 4 at 6 p.m. in Room 415
Thurmond. Guest speaker will be
Melvin Stepp, administra tor of
Meadow Haven Nursing Home in
Rock Hill.
•Get involved at Winthrop by
learning about and taking action
against issues such as hunger and
homelessness. Action for Food
meets every Monday at 12:30 p.m.
for lunch and business. We will be
involved with projects such as the
Crop Walk, Home-Sweet-Homeless IV and Oxfam Fast. If interested, please call Jay Karen at
4497 or Heather Heusinger a t
3203.
• S e e n t h e Tiger Den a t
Clemson, Wake Forest's Screamin'
Demons or the Cameron Crazies
at Duke? Wanna have as much
fun as they do right here at Winthrop? Sure you do.
Spirit Club organizational
meeting Wed., Sept. 30 at 8:30
p.m. atDinkins Auditorium. Light
refreshments served afterwards.
Come on out!

Fellowship
Opportuniti es
•Fellowship of Christian Athletes meets every Wednesday at
9:19 p.m. in Peabody's lower gym.
Fun, food, fellowship.

•ReformedUniversity Fellowship meets every Tuesday at 8
p.m. in the Dinkins Auditorium.
This is a non-denomirational campus ministry. All students are invited to attend.
• Ifyou want to know interesting things about the Bible, come
join us, Abundant Life in Christ,
every Tuesday at 9 p.m. in
Roddey's basement.
• Come join us for Bible study
and fellowship a t the Baptist Student Center every Thursday night
at 8 p.m.
We're located on Oakland
Avenue, right across from the
President's House.
We also provide great dinners
on Tuesday nights at 5:30 p.m. for
$2.50. Our theme this year is
"Meeting students at the point of
their need." Get involved.

•Zeta Tau Alpha would like
to congratulate Leslie Marloe and
William Scott on their engagement.
•Congratulations to the Alpha Gamma pledge class of Pi
Kappa Alpha:
Phillip Denney, Dean Carter,
Je*"emy Lanier, Chad Timmons,
Brad James, Mike Johnson, Mike
Montgomery, Mike Faliat, Eric
Partin,DavidStroman, GregHowe
and : ShawnDiitfonV
'j'',),
t:
t&oil luck'witlT^bur retreat
and your week of slaveiy!
Congratulations to the Brothers of the Week:
Jeff "Whata party" Dumpert
and Chad "Split second" Masters.
•Sigma Gamma Rho Soror-

ity, Inc. will have an interest meeting Sept. 29 a t 9:30 p.m. in
Thurmond Room 506.
•To the sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma—GoodluckinGreekWeek!
Love, your secret sorority.

•RSA meetings will beheld
Monday nights at 9:45 p.m. in
Thomson A and B Lounges. All
resident students are invited to
attend.
•Do you need something to
do on the weekends?
The RSA video library is now
open. The hours of operation are
Friday, Saturday and Sunday from
12-5 p.m.
It is located in 143 West
Thomson. The phone is 3508.

Winthrop campus can charter
their organization through the
Student Government Association — we will be more than
happy to help you.
If their are any questions
concerning chartering a new organizations, please contact SGAs
Campus Review Chairperson
Emory Fulling ton at 325-1549
orco-chair Sarah Young at4270.

Studerit
Publications

•SGA will be taking applications for those who are interested
i getting involved with student
government or any special interest committee within the Student
Senate until Sept. 29 There is one
open position on our student senate for a graduate student. If you
are interest, please call Allen
Nason at366-3669or Juliann West
a t 327-2635. Applications for any
interested persons will be available in 212 Dinkins until Sept. 29.
•-If- there are any-questions
concerning student government al locations for student organizations, p l e a s e call F r a n c e s
Elvington at 366-3913 or Allen
Nason at 399-3669.
•Any student interested in
starting a new organization on

•The Student Publications
Office is located in the basement
of Bancroft Hall and houses The
Johnsonian, The Tatler, The Anthology a n d The Roddey
McMillan Record.
•The Johnsonian will have
staff meetings every Sunday
night at 10 p.m. Anyone interested in working on staff should
attend this meeting in the Student Publications Office. Join us
for what could be the most rewarding experience of your college life.
• T h e Roddey-McMillan
Record holds staff meetings every Tuesday a t 5:30 p.m. in the
Student Publications Office.
•1992-93 Tatlers are in!
Come by the Tatler office and
pick up your yearbook. We only
have 60 extra copies, so hurry.
We are also taking orders for the
1993-94 Tatler.
•The September issue of the
Roddey-McMillan Record is out!
Copies are available at locations
all across campus. How diverse
is Winthrop? Find out!

Student:Bible is salvation Classrooms not air-conditioned enough

Dear Editor,
Some people a s k , " W h a t
does t h e Bible or J e s u s h a v e to
offer u s today?" Well, J e s u s off e r s salvation which by no other
w a y a person can receive except t h r o u g h h i m . J e s u s s t a t e d ,
"I a m t h e way, t h e t r u t h a n d
t h e lite a n d no m a n can come to
t h e f a t h e r b u t t h r o u g h me."
Today, J e s u s still offers salvation t o anyone who w a n t s a
r e l a t i o n s h i p with h i m .
The differences between
J e s u s and other teachers and
p r o p h e t s a r e : One, h e is t h e
only begotten son of God a n d
two, h e still lives.
Salvation comes from
J e s u s ' shed blood t h a t covers

c u r s i n s w h e n we r e p e n t a n d
a s k h i m into our h e a r t . N e x t ,
t h e Bible is t h e living word
which s h a r e s how we can be
saved, how to live a clean a n d
r i g h t e o u s life a n d how to k n o w
God m o r e intimately.
Today, our society is throwi n g a w a y t h e bible a n d t h e
m o r a l s i t t e a c h e s with s e c u l a r
m o r a l s t h a t c h a n g e from d a y to
day. God's word does not
change, so i t is a firm foundation.
How can a society operate
a n d c o n t i n u e in peace w i t h
c h a n g i n g m o r a l s t h a t one d a y
m a y include m u r d e r a s right,
in which indeed i t does.
Chris Bomar

D e a r Editor,
C o m i n g b a c k to school a n d
u n l o a d i n g all m y belongings
w a s very t o u g h in t h i s
w e a t h e r . Although I w a s relieved in t h i n k i n g t h a t when I
s t a r t e d classes I would be in a
nice air-conditioned atmos p h e r e w h e r e I could t h i n k
and learn.
As I w a l k e d to my first
class I w a s s w e a t i n g by t h e
t i m e I r e a c h e d t h e front of
Thurmond. I thought as I
w a l k e d in I would b e relieved
with a b r e e z e of cool a i r b u t I
w a s wrong. I t w a s a s hot inside a s i t w a s outside.

I s a t on t h e f o u r t h floor
l i s t e n i n g to m y m a n a g e m e n t
t e a c h e r a n d looking out t h e
open windows a n d w o n d e r i n g
h o w t h e school c a m e to t h e conclusion t h a t t h e w e a t h e r w a s
so nice t h e y decided t h e y would
j u s t open t h e windows a n d t u r n
off t h e air.
As tuition r a t e s soar I
would t h i n k t h e l e a s t a s t u d e n t could h o p e for is to get a
good education in a n air-conditioned room. H o w a r e w e supposed to t h i n k logically when
you're s i t t i n g a n d s w e a t is r u n n i n g off y o u r f o r e h e a d ?
I can u n d e r s t a n d t h i s if it

w a s a n o r m a l S e p t e m b e r day
of a b o u t 8 0 d e g r e e s a n d alm o s t no h u m i d i t y b u t t h i s
summer had been the hottest
we've h a d in t h e South for
years. T h e a v e r a g e t e m p e r a t u r e t h i s s u m m e r h a s been 9 5
degrees with a b o u t 9 5 percent of t h a t b e i n g p u r e humidity.
W i t h t h e s e conditions in
m i n d , I don't see how t h e adm i n i s t r a t i o n can expect us to
be p r o d u c t i v e in t h i s h e a t
w i t h o u t a little air-conditioning.
I w a n t a n explanation.
Dena Skinner
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Fine Arts

Student Houston finds
niche on the dance floor

m

Dance Student Van Houston practices.

1

Arts Calendar
Thurs., Sept. 30
•8 p.m. Play. Del Shore's
"Daddy's Dyin': Who's Got the
Will." Main St. Theater.
Comedy featuring Winthrop
student Terry Colquitt and
jalumna Emily Wilson. For
reservations call 328-2161.

•8 p.m. Recital. Joann
BoekofF, mezzo-soprano. Works
of the 19th, 20th C.; Broadway.
Tillman Aud. Cultural Event.
FrL, Oct. 1
•8 p.m. Concert. "A Festival of
Strings.'' Mandolin, guitars
and balalaika. Byrnes Aud.
Admission $5. Cultural
Event.

i

1

Sat., Oct. 2-Sat., Oct. 9
•8 p.m. Winthrop Theatre.
"Picnic," by William Inge; Blair
Beasley, dir. Johnson Theatre.
Admission: Students $2.60;
others $5. First night sold out. !
Cultural Event.
Hon., Oct. 4
•8p.m. Facility recital.
Chamber music by women
composers. Rutledge Gallery I.
Cultural Event.

Tue^.Oct.5
•8 p.m. Poetic Interpretation by Fern Davye. At the
Shack. Cultural Event.
•8 p.m. Jeannie Plaice,
soprano. Senior voice recital
in Tillman Aud. Duparc,
Poulenc, Mahler, Schubert.
Cultural Event.
Wed., O c t 7
•6:3C p.m. "Earth Summit."
Lecture by JosS Cunanan,
Philippine Delegate. Kiriard
Aud. Cultural Event.
Thurs., Oct.8
•2 p.m. & 3 p.m. Film from
1919 on student life. Kinard
204.• Cultural Event.
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by Kaetrena Davis
Fine Arts Writer
Undergraduate student
Van Houston is doingtwo things
that his peers would think unconventional.
First, he is going back to
school, and second, he is majoring in dance.
"I started school six years
ago and then dropped out. I've
been dancing since I was fifteen," Houston said. "I stopped
dancing about three years ago,
and I'm 28 now."
Besides being an older student, Houston is also a transfer.
A native of Cheraw, S.C.,
he attended the North Carolina
School of the Arts as a dance
major in 1983. He later switched
Photo by Suzanne Dorr to psychology at the University

Ebonites choir performs
at Rock Hill Jubilee Fest

Winthrop University's
very own Ebonites choir is
scheduled to be one of the featured musical acts during Rock
Hill's Jubilee: Harvest of the
Arts Oct. 1-3.
Returning events include
the annual children's art show,
face painting, sidewalk art and
"Wannabee Artists," as well as
a new activity for children—
face mask-painting.
New additions in the performance line-up include the
Main Street Theater and local
music groups.
The festival kick-off event
begins Thurs., Sept. 30, with
the South Carolina Crafts Association Auction.
The auction of art and
crafts will begin with a preview at 6:30 p.m. in the Rock
Hill Arts Council Courtroom.
The auction begins at 7 p.m.

Admission is $1.
Tickets for the "Festival of
Strings," a performance featuring South American and Eastern European guitar and
balaticka, are on sale at the
Bookworm and the Arts Council.
The performance will be
held on FVi., Oct. 1 at 8 p.m. in
Byrnes Auditorium. Tickets are
$5.
The Main Street theater
group will offer their production of "Daddy's Dyin', Who's
Got the Will," Sat., Oct. 2, at 8
p.m. in the Main Street theater.
The Sunday musical event,
Folklorica, will feature the talents of five local church choirs,
including Winthrop's Ebonites
choir, and other organizations.
Get a jump on the crowd!
Buy your tickets today.

Local museum to offer
class in figure drawing
by Rachael Scalf

Fine Arts Editor

The Museum of York
County is now registering students for a figure
drawing class that will be
held Tuesdays, Oct. 12Nov. 16 at 7 p.m.
Taught by Joyce
Caputo, the class will help
students learn basic techniques of figure drawing
while working from a live
model.
"Winthrop students
would benefit greatly
from attending," Caputo
said.
"It would give stu-

dents the opportunity to
see differentbody postures
and positions they may not
get in classes here."
Caputo also recommended the class to Winthrop students, art majors
and non-majors, because
itisan inexpensive supplement to classes offered on
the university campus.
Registration for the
class is $35 for museum
members and Winthrop
students; $45 for everyone
else.
Call 329-2121for more
information. Deadline to
register is Oct. 5.

of North Carolina at Greensboro.
The circumstances which
caused Houston to come to
Winthrop are interesting and
ironic. Dance brought Houston to Winthrop instead of the
other way around.
"I decided to go back to
dancing, so I called Anne
Blackwell (artistic director of
the York County Concert Ballet Company)," Houston said.
"She had a part for me in "The
Nutcracker" so I took it. I also
met Sandra Neels through
Blackwell."
Sandra Neels is a dance
instructor at Winthrop, so
Houston decided to study under her.
Since Houston was already
a dance major before, he has

not run into any adjustment
problems.
This year Houston plansto
get right into the mainstream
of dance.
He already has a part in
this year's production of "The
Nutcracker" with the York
County Concert Ballet Company. He will dance the part of
the Cavalier.
Houston also has a part in
Sandra Neel's parody of the
classical ballet, "The Nutcracker,"
called
"The
Nutbacker," in which he will
dance the parallel parts of the
Cavalier and the Homeless
Racketeer.
Houston seems to be very
excited about his plans and is
lookingforward to dancingthis

True love proves
to be no 'Picnic'
in campus drama
by Rachael Scalf

Fine Arts Editor

After directingintense dramas like "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf," "The Children's
Hour" and the "earthy" "Romantic Comedy" in the recent
past, Professor Blair Beasley
said it was "time to lighten up"
this semester.
For the first Winthrop
Theatre production of the fall,
Beasley chose to direct William Inge's "Picnic," which he
described as a "good play about
simple, everyday people" that
would give every student in
the audience "a look at what it
was 'ike when their parents
were their age."
A work in three acts set in
small-town Kansas, "Picnic" is
essentially a retelling of the
classic good girl meets-thewrong boy-and-they-fall-in
love story.
"Picnic" centers around
what happens over a 24-hour
period between two singlemother families and a young
stranger who disrupts their
seemingly uncomplicated
lives.

Tommy Ray stars as Hal
Carter, the young vagabond
who wins the heart of Madge
Owens, played by Tara Haas,
much to the dismay of her status-seeking mother, Flo
(Meredith Singleton).
Other members of the cast
include Erin Cook, P.J.
Mehaffey, Ashley Wilson, Wes
Carver, Susan Mahathy,
Tiana Waddell and Matt
Turner.
"Picnic" earned Inge a
Pulitzer Prize and Critics'
Circle Award 40 years ago in
1953, and the piece has remained timeless because
"young people fall in love regardless of whether it's 1953 or
1993," Beasley said.
Set and lighting design was
created for the production by
Caroline Crawford, with costume design by Jennifer
Harrison.
A cultural event, "Picnic"
will run Oct 2-Oct. 9 in Johnson
Theatre.
All shows begin at 8 p.m.
and admission is $2.50for Winthrop students, $5 for all others.

Audition...
Auditions for the Main
Street Theater production of
"PVTWars"byJamesMclure
will be held Sun., Oct. 3 and
Mon., Oct. 4 at 5 p.m. at the
Roueche Photography Studio.
Directed by Winthrop
graduate Emily Wilson, "PVT

Wars" centers around three
recovering soldiers in a
veteran's hospital during
the Vietnam conflict.
There are roles for
three males and one role
for a male or a female.
For more information
call 327-1959.
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Student Works
What's Parallel to the Night
by Alexandra Beauvais

A Drunken Poem in a Minor
by Brian Clemnt

That letter came today, carried by your mercy minions.
Kansas City's only a breeze away but you still want to know the
reasons.
I'm looking down from my window, six stories stretched past
the trees. The tendons of two jocks glare through the eclipse of
the hacki sack's glow.
Convertibles roll by in groups of twelve; appearances of
saviors. Reckless thought moons aching toes of mopheads
cackling to the rhythm of careless grievances.
That letter came today. A purple heart was in it, I swear.
Thirty-two paragraphs and you ask me to recite the Pledge of
Allegiance. I can see thirty-two thousand stars and I'm too ;
drunk to care.

Continued from last week

Untamed lovers outstretched on a towel
Pulse with the night in perfect time
Like the strangers we meet
in a dark alleyway
Who hide and taunt in terrific ecstasyLike the winds moving beneath the tides
And releasing in fury from
behind cold eyes
Or the stormy ruins of an
ancient mind

The Heart of a Company:
Alex finally spoke, "I've
been upstairs talking to
Dunbar. Dave, do me a favor
and get these people back to
work, will you. I'll let you know
something as soon as I can."
Without waiting for a reply, Alex pushed through into
his office and flopped into his
chair. Soon he heard the grumbling mass moving back down
the hall towards the floor. He
had to think of something to
tell those people and fast, but
before he had the chance, his
door flew open, revealing the
short silhouette ofPhil Swaney,
who immediately started.
"Alex!" Swaney demanded,
"Where the hell have you been?
These poor bastards down here
have been climbing the walls
wondering what is going on."
Alex answered wearily, "I
have been in a meeting with
Dunbar, but I hear that you
have taken it upon yourself to
start the cure before you even
know the illness, huh Phil?"
Swaney leaned over on to
Alex's desk top, "I know what
the damned illness is! It's that
son ofa bitch Dunbar. He's the
disease. Now are you going to
sit here and let this happen to
your people, or are you going to
fight it?"
For a moment, Alex considered trying to lie to Swaney
just to get him out of his office.
When suddenly, something occurred to him. He began think-

ing of his friends and their
families. He thought of
LaCoure and of the "B", and
ofDavid and the morning conversations on the way to work.
Then he thought of
Dunbar, and of the proposition he had offered him, and
somehow it all began to anger
him. The sick feeling in his
gut was now knotted in his
throat and he felt as if he
would choke on it. In an instant, he was on his feet.
He did not know what he
was about to do, or if it would
make any sort of difference in
the outcome of things. He
only knew that he would do
something, and that if they
all were to go belly up, he
could not stand to go with this
sick feeling of helplessness
that had overcome him.
He and Phil Swaney were
now headed for the work lines,
subconsciously marching in
step. Alex could hear Phil
beginning to whisper, "We
won't die quietly. We won't
die quietly." With every step
towards the line that they
took, Swaney got louder and
louder. Soon Alex found himself chanting with him.
They continued to get
louder with every step, and
by the time they had reached
thefloorentrance, their chant
had elevated to a war cry.
Startled at first, the men out
on the line soon were in sync

Untitled

Crumbling away through
the depths of timeLike a witheringpetal of a
once vibrant rose
Being buried alive in this
worthless prose
Or innocence as far as a
small china doll
Shattering from the fingertips of a bleeding smile.
Untamed lovers mighty
nor frail
Pulse with the night- an
untamed tale.

by Weylin Jorg

Monstrous twine of enormous
pain shatters from a soul of glassTaunts in anger an aching love
which turns inside to bite.

An original short story
by Malabar Sanzavino

with their new leaders. The
noise seemed to vibrate the walls
of the mill.
"Whatthehellisthatnoise?"
"I don't know doctor. Blood pressure continuing to fall, pulse is
115;" "Al, get ready to start
CPR. Whatthehellisthatnoise?
Is there a radio on somewhere?"
"No doctor." "He's flatlining
Phil!" "Starting CPR now."
Dunbar knew that this time
would come eventually. As he
and the other executives made
their way down the hall to the
line, they began to hear chanting from the floor. They looked
at each other without speaking,
and then entered what had
taken on the look of an ancient
arena.
There, atop the since quieted machines, stood Alex
Ortega and Phil Swaney. Hand
in hand, arms raised, they conducted their newly formed orchestra of blue collar warriors.
Once the chanting mob noticed the entrance of the upper
echelon, the voices were reduced
to a loud grumbling sound. No
longer out of fear for their livelihoods, but hoping perhaps that
they might hear something that
would give them a reason to
pounce.
Robert Dunbar stepped forward deliberately and posed
himself on one of the machines
beside the ring leaders. He
looked first at Alex and then
turned to the crowd that awaited

him.
"Gentlemen. Together, for
close to a centuiy now, we have
operated Samuel Dunbar,
twenty-four hours a day, every
day. We have worked long,
and we have worked hard. We
have all come to love this company, and we have all dedicated ourselves to keeping it in
operation. You people, out on
the lines have been the heart
of S.D., and we as your leaders
have tried to be the brains.
Together, we are what Samuel
Dunbar is all about.
As much as it pains me to
say though, there comes a time
for all things to end. That time
for Samuel dunbar is today.
Regardless of what you may
think, I most of all, hate to say
good bye to this old friend of
ours. Earlier I spoke to Alex
and informed him of the situation. I also made him an offer.
I offered him the chance to
leave you people and promised
him that he and his family
would be taken care of. I can
see that he has refused my
offer, and has chosen to stand
by his fellow workers and lead
them in this fight.
I can't tell you how relieved I am to see him standing
beforeyouhere. Youseegentlemen, before we can all go on to
bigger and better things, we
must all be sure that the companies' components are in harmony and at peace with them-

selves, and with the company
as a whole. I can see without a
doubt that Samuel Dunbar has
acquired that peace. And now,
we can all proceed to collect the
rewards of our labor. Please
join me now, and lets let this
old fellow, at last rest his weary
head."
"That's it Phil, he's gone,"
the doctor said with a sigh.
"That confounded noise finally stopped. It must have
been the monitor," the surgeon
said, looking around at the
machinery. He backed away
finallyfromthe operating table
and removed his mask, looking
at the exhausted nurse to his
right and asked, "What do you
know about this patient?"
The nurse referring to the
chart stated, "Only that he came
to us from Pleasant Meadows
nursing home. He just had his
seventy sixth birthday last
week, and that he retired from
that place down the street that
used to be a steel mill. His
name, Samuel R. Dunbar."

Executive Services

Resumes; Cover Letters
Term Papers, Full
Briefings and
•Laser Printing
•Type Setting
Call 325-1522 for
Appointment

'Entertainment
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Tattoos

Not just for hard-core criminals anymore

by Scott H. Whiddon
Entertainment Writer
Maybe its part of the whole
"grunge" thing.
Maybe its a sign of individuality in a conformative
environment.
Or maybe its just a fad
that will pass, which would be
unfortunate because of the permanent nature of these sort of
things.
No, tattoos aren't just for
bikers and military types anymore and they can be seen all
over campus on all types of
people.
Tattoos began as tribal,
decorative markings, which
gave a pictorial idea of the
wearer's individuality and persona.
This search for "being different" is probably the reason
for the high demand for tattoo
art in the past few months, as
more people than ever before
have been seeking out parlors
in legal states, including students here at Winthrop."
"I thought it would be nice
to have some kind of decoration, something permanent,"
said sophomore Heath Cox.
Cox brought in a picture of
the Jabberwocky, a character
from author Lewis Carroll, to
the Living Arts Tattoo Parlor.

The design was traced out
on a stencil that left a mark on
his shoulder blade.
The outline could then be
filled in and detailed.
Cox wants to include other
literary figures in his tattoos,
such as the Chesire Cat and
characters from the novels of
J.R.R. Tolkein.
Of course, the idea of pain
tends to keep some people away
from tattoos.
"It's really not that bad,
though," Cox commented. "You
get used to it after awhile and
your skin starts to get numb
from the pain. It doesn't hurt
enough to keep me from doing
it again."
Freshmart Scott Gerow got
his tattoo the week he arrived
at Winthrop.
Choosing a design of a
skull formed by spider webs
for his individual statement,
he spent the day looking for
tattoo parlors in Charlotte,
with a ripped page out of a
phone book as his only guide.
Arriving at Alternative
Arts in the downtown area, he
waited for a few hours and
payed $90 for the artwork.
Yet, he seems pretty satisfied.
"I will probably get one or
two more pretty soon," Gerow

said.
Apparently the fraternities and sororities are getting
in on the tattoo game as well.
Junior Scott Slatton had
his Pi Kappa Phi letters tattooed onto his ankle.
He and a few of his fraternity brothers went to the
Jolly Roger in Charlotte for
the experience.
"On your ankle you can
hide it and it doesn't carry
any redneck connotation,"
Slatton said. "You aun display it whenever you want to.
"It makes a great cMnrorsation piece, too," Slatton said.
Tattoos have atoned to
lose their taboo appearance.
According to J e f f
Mauney, owner ofLivingArts,
Tattoos are becoming more
accepted by a wide range of
people, especially with the improved variety and technology in the business."
So maybe tattoos are for
alltyp*68 of people':saeicii;
Maybe
aybe we can all look
like Anthony from the Red
Hot Chili Peppers now.
In either case, tattoos
aren't just for a few types of
people, and will definitely be
around for a long time (at
Photo by RobOuzts
least for the people that have There are many different styles of tattoos. Tattoos come from
one.)
the individuals own personal preferences. From Greek letters,
mystical creatures to the ever popular skull and cross bones.

Charlotte provides alternatives for students
by Dena Skinner
Entertainment writer
As Thursday night rolls
around and everyone's trying to
find somewhere to go or someone to see, expand your mind
and think further than Scandals on Cherry Road.
Charlotte is less than
Genuine
Dnaft
twenty-five miles away and has
much more to offer. So quit
complaining and take a trip to
Charlotte for the night.
Ifyou're looking to see a live
band venture first to the Milestone.
The Milestone offers many
cool bands every weekend and
occasionally on the week days.
From the legendary Charlotte based punk band Antiseen
to the typical college sounds of
They Might Be Giants.
Photo by Amy Powell
I think what makes it such
Scandal Isn't the only clubaround. There Is a variety of clubs In Charlotte from R&B, alternative a cool place is because it looks
to country. Charlotte also has many sports bars and other theme oriented bars. Your option like such a dump.
The stage area is covered
In clubs Is as varied as your taste. Rock Hill is not your only option for your weekend activities
and not all of us go home. So, take a quick trip to Chariotte and enjoy it's many clubs it's worth with graffiti and the wood floor
yourtime.
'.'.V
.... •
«... feels like it's^oing to-collapse

msmrnm * I | i f mim
mutifmimi fijg* MffltllSP

when the crowd starts to slam.
In the bar area there is a
collage of photographs of all
the bands thathave performed
there.
If dancing is what you like,
you can choose from the Pterodactyl, Park Elevator, to the
new club The Underground.
The Pterodactyl is a real
cool dance club that also features bands.
They play all facets of music from alternative to basic
rock and roll.
They even serve the new
smart drinks for people who
don't want to or can't drink
alcohol.
For people who are a little
more open minded there's the
Park Elevator.
As you may imagine, you
walk on to their dance floor
andyou're immediately blinded
by flashing strobe lights and
all you can hear are sounds of
~

~ See CLUBS, pg. V,
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Predictions for '90210
and 'Melrose Place'

by Yolanda S. Brown
lose the angel image and beEntertainment Writer
come a bad boy.
Itis that time ofyear again!
Round-the-way girl Kelly
Season premier time! Two will relive the horror of being a
season premieres I know you ho.
didn't miss were Beverly Hills
Virgin David will finally
90210 and Melrose Place.
get some—but not from Donna!
These two nighttime soaps
Nerdy Andrea will lose the
has taken off since they hit the nerd image and become a hit
air waves a few years ago. with the guys.
Aaron Spelling sure has got a
Who said smart isn't sexy?
knack for picking hits.
Brenda will realize what a
I'm sure that this year will B. she is and become a nun.
be just as successful as the preSteve will quit trying to be
vious years. At least...I PRE- such a stud and finally hook up
DICT so.
with the right girl.
Speaking of predictions, I
Dylan will revert back to
have a few of my own that I his old habits.
would like to shed some light
Mama and Papa Walsh will
on.
finally start getting grey hair.
First, I will make some preAnd now, Melrose Place...
dictions for the90210cast, and
Micheal will end up in the
then the Melrose Place cast.
dog poundforcheatingon Jane.
For 90210...
Jane will get revenge on
I predict that sweet, petite Micheal by getting his future
Donna will become a genius finances.
and gain 50 pounds from sitYOU GO GIRL!
ting at her computer and eatKimberly will realize how
ing jelly doughnuts.
stupid she is. Micheal ain't
Prettyboy Brandon will gonna marry you girl!

Billy will still remain the
ultimate stud with two women
vying for his love.
Matt will find happiness
somewhere out there.
Allison will turn into a B.
andfinallyquitletting Amanda
get away with murder.
Jake will find the right
woman.
Joan will be miserable because Jake is going to leave her
for not wanting a full fledged
live-in relationship with him.
Amanda will still come out
on top at whatever she does
because she is a top-notch B.
I think she is going to end
up with Jake, too.
Out of all my predictions, I
really don't think that Brenda
will end up becoming a nun.
She ia to feisty for that.
Instead, I think her and
Amanda will get together and
start a male-bashing company
called B.'s are Us.
Jane may even join the
roster.
If I were her, I would.

'Kalifornia' delivers suspense
by Lee Belcher
Entertainment Editor
This must be the month for
teen heart-throbs to drop their
wholesome images.
"Kalifornia" gives Brad Pitt
the chance to leave his prior
bubblegum roles behind and
play a serial killer.
"Kalifornia" does have
some resemblances to the
movie "True Romance" but
surpasses it with its dark
plot.
Pitt is charming and at the
same time disturbing in his
role.
He plays a psychotic
redneck who has obviously had
trouble with the law.
What makes his performance so good is the great de-

tail that was put into developing his character. It's almost
like he lived in Rock Hill a
year.
Juliette Lewis, who plays
his overtly naive girlfriend,as
equally impressive but lacks
thedepth ofPitt's performance.
The premise of the movie
seems air-tight at first but the
plot starts getting stretched a
little when David Duchovy, a
struggling writer and his photographer girlfriend, played by
Michelle Forbes, plan a trip to
California to research a book
about serial killers.
Of course Pitt ends up
answering Duchovy's ad for
sharing the trip. But if you can
swallow that mqjor plot flaw
you will enjoy the movie.

The movie is not a
docudrama like 1989"s movie
"Henry" which went into
graphic details of real-life serial killer, Henry Lee Lucas.
"Kalifornia" is graphic in
its portrayal of violence but
you never feel like a voyeur,
but almost like a witness to
Pitt's murders.
The first hour and a half of
the movie is a fast-paced ride of
thrills with the last half hour
dropping the ball.
The confrontation between Pitt and Duchovy could
have taken less then 13 minutes.
Overall "Kalifornia" is well
worth the money if you don't
mind one major plot flaw and
some wasted time.

CLUBS

Continued from pg. 10
drum machines.
The Underground is the
newest club to hit Charlotte.
I f s your basic dance club that
also features bands every
Thursday night
They play mostly techno
music and some other types. It
has only been open for about
three months so it really doesn't

have a good or bad reputation
thus far.
Forthe Jazz and Bluesfans
out there you can check out
Amos's Bar and Bistro.
It gives you a place to sit
back and really enjoy the good
musicians that perform there.
Unfortunately the 13-13
club which was about the only

place big enough to hold larger
popular bands has recently
been closed.
Hopefully another club will
open that will accommodate
larger bands.
So whether you want to see
a good band or go dancing
there's always a place for you
in Charlotte.

Local Bands — Need exposure?
nail

OOO O/t-m

uail J23-3419
or
tn •
or write*
write lO.

Entertainment Editor

The Johnsonian
P O Box 6800
Winthrop
University
Rock Hill, S.C. 29733

Upcoming DSITT
Events
Oct. 1, 8 pin, Goodtime Karaoke,
no cost, DinkinsATS
Oct. 2&3, all day, Carowinds
Weekend, $12.50, Dinkins Info
Desk
Oct. 15, 4 pm, Reggaefest, no cost
Amphitheatre (McBryde if rain)
Oct. 16 ,4 pm Khenany no cost
Amphitheater (McBryde if rain)
Oct. 22, 8 pm All campus talent
show $1 with ID $2 with out
Tillman aud.
Oct. 23, 5 pm, Soccer Jam, no cost,
The Shack (ATS if rain)
Oct. 29, 8 pm, Comedian Margaret
Cho, $1 with ID, HUman Aud.
WHITE HORSE^
WELCOMES
WINTHROP
FEATURING:
•SANDWICHES
•CASSEROLES
•WINE

•STEAKS
•PIZZA
•BEER

•SALADS
•HAMBURGERS
•MIXED DRINKS
A RELAXING ATMOSPHERE
FOR ENJOYING GOOD FRIENDS

OPEN
11:00AM TO MIDNIGHT

,

617 N. Cherry Road

328-2172

TUTORING

J

Sometimes the only difference between intense struggle
and pure genius is knowing where to find help
•Indvidualized Programs
•Qualified Instructors
•Flexible Hours
•Guaranteed Results
Rock Hill
Learning Center
Call 324-7888 To Register
1213 W. Oakland Ave.

College Algebra • Calculus • Prob. aad Statistics • Advanced Math •
GBE/GMAT'
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Students compete in intramural Softball league

by Deanne Harvey
Sports Editor
Not every Winthrop
ballplayer is found on Eagle
Field wearingagarnet and gold
uniform. Instead, many compete in intramural Softball during the fall and spring semesters.
This fall, 12 men's and six
women's teams are participating in the softball league organized by Recreational Sports.
Some teams are composed of
members of Greek organizations, some are former high
school athletes who miss the
competition, and others arejust
friends who play forfun and for
a little exercise.
"I play to get away from
eveiything el se and to do something fun with my sorority sisters," said sophomore Laurie
Ray.
"Playing intramural softball is a good stress reliever,"
said junior Tina Young, who
plays for the Tri Sigma team.
"It's a good way to meet
people and make new friends,"
said junior Mike Hughes.
Games are scheduled on
Mondays through Thursdays
at either 4 or 5pm and are held
at the softball fields at the Coliseum.
According to Young, it is

not difficult to get a team a spot
in the softball line-up.
"I just had tofillout a form
with every player's social security number and signature,"
she said. "There was also a
meeting for all the team captains.
"You have to have at least
eight people in order to play,
but it's nice to have more that
you can count on so that you
won't have to forfeit."
Most intramural softball
player3 are satisfied with the
Winthrop recreational sports
program, but according to
some, there are some kinks that
need to be worked out.
"I think that people who
come to games late should be
able to play off the bench, because games are held at different times during the week and
sometimes people have das*
and can't be there on time,"
said junior Greg ReicL
"I think the schedules work
well the way they are," said
Young. " it gives different
people an opportunity to play."
"It should be made clear to
the players exactly what the
rules are," said sophomore
Stephanie Turner.
Other players had complaints about the umpiring at
the games.

T h e umpires
umnirps need
nppd fla hot.
"The
bet- I
ter background and knowledge
of the game," said Hughes.
"For the most part, the
umpires do a good job, but they
need to try to be more consistent in their calls," said Young.
"The referees with a few
exceptions, don't have half a
clue," said junior Nick Zueger.
But the complaints are few
and far between among intramural sports participants.
Most students really appreciate being given the opportunity to play an organized sport
without being too serious.
"I er\joy the competition,
andleqjoyplayiog softball with
the brothers in my fraternity,"
said ReicL
1 was so edited the first
timothatlactuafy hit the bell,"
•aid Ray. "Daringmy very first
game, I struck out every time I
went up to bat"
According to Recreational
Sports Director Grant Scurry,
playoffs for the intramural
teams are coming up in the
next week or so. For many
teams this is the part of intramural softball that they most
look forward to.
"The Posse has won the
championship for the past two
Photo by Debra Hamilton
semesters," said Hughes. David Summeriln approaches the plate during an Intramural
"We're lookingforathreepeat." softball game.

Lowery, Wilson gain experience
coaching littie league soccer team
by Deanne Harvey

Sports Editor

Junior Tripp Lowery,
sophomore Kevin Wilson are
getting an entirely new perspective on the game of soccer
this year. The two Winthrop
students are coaches for the
Rock Hill Parks, Recreation
and Tourism Youth Soccer
League where they are in
charge of a team of boys under
the age of 14.
"Because I played soccer
for Coastal Carolina, a Big
South conference school, I could
no longer play when I transferred to Winthrop," said
Lowery. "I got involved in
coaching because I wanted to
stay involved with soccer in
some way."
Because of other commitments, Lowery could not coach
the team all on his own, so he
recruited Wilson to help out
with practices and games.
"I've always wanted to
coach," said Wilson. "I played
soccer for ±9 years, and I've
really missed it."
The team, sponsored by
Jeff Blank, DMD, plays once a
week at Cherry Park, and practices once or twice a week depending on when a game is
scheduled.

"It's a lot different watch"If the kids
ing from the sidelines," said
listen and learn Lowery. "I have to stay composed even when the kids are
and really want upset
or the parents are behind
me screaming."
to play,
"I've learned that someeverything will . thing like soccer takes time to
develop," said Wilson. "If the
fall into place." kids
listen and learn and really

- Kevin Wilson,want to play, everything will
into place.
sophomorefall "One
memorable thingthat

"It (coaching) takes up
more time than you would
think because there' so much
involved," said Lowery.
Not only are they learning
how to budget their time, but
Lowery and Wilson are also
learning a great deal about
how to relate to children.
"Kids' attention spans are
very short, and they also ask a
lot of questions," said Wilson.
"But it's great to see them learn
things that I didn't pick up on
as a player."
"They are very impressionable," said Lowery, who is planning on going into teaching.
"Children are on an intellectual plane of their own."
The two new coaches have
also managed to learn a thing
or two about the game of soccer as well.

happened since I've been coaching is when the team was behind 2-0 during the first half of
a game," he said.
"They executed what I told
them athalftime and were able
to tie it up in the second half."
If given the opportunity to
coach again, both Lowery and
Wilson would definitely take
it.
"Even though it gets frustrating when some of the kids
aren't paying attention, there's
not a whole lot that I dislike
about coaching," said Wilson.
"I love every part of it," said
Lowery. "I've had parents come
up to me after the game and
tell me how impressed they are
with how composed and together I am on the sidelines.
That made a big impression on

Recreational Sports Update
Sign up now for Intramural Flag Football. The roster
deadline is Friday, October 15,
by 5:00pm in 205 Peabody
Gym.
Tiie captain's meeting will
be held on Tuesday, October
19, at 6:30pm in 204 Peabody.
The official's clinic will take
placein204 Peabody at7:00pm
on the 19th.
The Flag Football Jamboree will be held on Wednesday,
October 20, and Thursday,
October 21.

The deadline for Power
Lifting Contest entries is Friday, October 15, by 5:00pm in
205 Peabody Gym.
The lifts involved in the
contest are the bench press,
squat and dead lift.
For more details on these
or other events offered by the
Office of Recreational Sports,
call 2140 or come by 205
Peabody Gym.
Submitted
by Grant
Scurry, Director of Recreational
Sports, Division of Student Life

S p o r t s Briefs
Soccer
The Winthrop soccer
team faltered this week, losing two matches, and lowering their record to 2-4.
First, the Eagles dropped
a close match to an undefeated Campbell team 1-0.
Playing withouttwo-time
Big South back Ian Cardey
and goalkeeper Pat Long, the
Eagles lost a second match
to Appalachian State 3-1.
Freshman Robbie Blake
scored the only Winthrop goal
with an assist from junior
Andy Lord.
Next, the Eagles will face
UNC-Charlotte tonight and
Maryland-Baltimore County
in a home match Saturday at
lpm.

Cross Country
Freshman Sara Tee ts won
the University of Richmond
cross country tournament last
Saturday. Shefinishedthe 3.1
mile race with a time of 19:09.
Overall, the Lady Eagles
finished behind the Richmond
Spiders, but ahead of Old Dominion.
On the men's side, John
Simmerman finished first for
the Eagles with a time of21:56,
which put him in third place
overall.
The men finished second
in the dual meet with the host
team.
Winthrop will travel next
to Greenville, SC where they
will compete in the Furman
Invitational on Oct. 9.
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Going up?

FREE FOOD
at every Saturday soccer game.

250 free hot dogs
Also, ...
Substation II Shoot-out for $5,000
Three spectators will be chosen for one chance to kick
a soccer ball 25 yards into a 19-inch hole.

Last Saturday, Oct. 23 — DSU is sponsoring a
concert, featuring Two Pound Planet.
Don't miss the excitement!

r 5 Games f o~~the~prFce of T

J
WITH THIS PUTT-PUTT ® COUPON
•
COUPON VALID FOR UP TO 4 PLAYERS
I
EACH 3 GAME TICKET MAY BE USED BY ONLY 1 PLAYER
^ — —— —— — _ — . E X P ' R E ^ OCTpi^ 1993^ — ^

THE NEW BUMPER BOATS ARE NOW OPEN!
Photo by Rob Ouzts

Can I give you a lift?
Sophomore Nicole Caudle is lifted into the air during
cheerleading practice on the Kinard lawn while several
spotters look on.

PUTT-PUTT®
CELANESE RD

CHERRY ROAD
WINTHROP
1303 CELANESE RD AT I-77 EXIT 82A
366-5581

With this, you With these, you
can saveforyears, am save right now

„,
Apple Macintosh """ ApplePowerBook" 145B 4/80.
Color Classic* 4190, Budt-m 1(T I£III 4/80, Apple Bask Color Monitor Built-in Keyboard & 10" Backlit
Color Monitor andAj^le Keyboard IL
& Apple Exte^Keyboard 11 Super Twist Abnatirome Display.

That penny jar on your dresser

. f* te,mt0®hPer" 1211 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or, visit your Apple campus represensonalaxnputere. lb onler yours directfromApple - andtofind out tative today. .And discover the power more college students ^
about special student financing with the Apple* Computer Loan- choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best: W.

To order directfromApple or to learn more
about Apple products and easyfinancing-

CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40

tt*.1ffitlago Jfecmfttidofc/ 7 k poutriobt your bat art r

\hc nmrr3ookaatnkkmark(^A/fUiomfumb$c(laaiaji
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Foreign study enriches mind Gain experience
with internships

Camellia L. Shuler
Lifestyles Writer
Studying abroad is a wonderful and enriching experience, said Dr. Melford Wilson,
director of the international
center.
The reasons being are
studying abroad is "lots of fun;
it is an important part of the
education process that is to say
it broadens students' views on
other cultures; and, it looks
real good on academic records
and resumes," said Wilson.
Although Winthrop students can study abroad any
where in the world, special programs in which Winthrop has
agreements. The agreements
include institutions from
China, France, Egypt and Australia, a recent addition.
Future possible agreements will include institutions
from Russia, Poland and India.
Students interested in
studying abroad should set up
an appointment and view the
brochures.
Each brochure lists information such as what GPA is
needed for the institution, cost
to study abroad and traveling
expenses.
Also, a student should have
his/her advisor to come to the
meeting to see what electives
are needed.
A student should plan his/
her travel arrangements a year
in advance.
Most students study
abroad during one of the semesters duringthejunioryear.
One reason is because during
the senior year, students are
busy getting the courses they

Dr. Melford Wilson
need to graduate.
At Winthrop, special summer programs are offered for
students who wish to study
abroad during the summer
break.
In fact, Dr. Judith Barban,
assistant professor of French,
took a group to study in France
last summer.
This year a group ofdrama
students will be able to visit
London during spring break.
In the Winthrop agreements with other institutions,
there are different types of programs are offered to students
who wish to study abroad during the summer break.
Cost and living accommodations vary greatly from institution to institution.
For example, the cost to
attend an institution in China
is the same as attending Winthrop.
Although there are no special scholarships for students
to study abroad, if a student
has a scholarship or loan at
Winthrop, he/she can use it in
studying abroad.

Many students like
Llewellyn Pruitt, who studied
in Austria, have had great experiences while studying
abroad.
Pruitt, an art history major and German minor, went to
Austria at the end ofJune 1992
and recently returned at the
beginning of August 1993.
For the first eight weeks,
she lived and studied in an
intensive German program in
Salzburg, Austria.
The next 12 months, Pruitt
lived in Vienna, Austria v/here
she was able to take German
courses as well as art history
and music history courses.
Although she has never
taken German before going to
Austria, Pruitt said, "It was an
incredible learning experience:
traveling from Spain to Russia
and being able to see all the art
that she had studied at Winthrop."
In Pruitt's opinion, it is
easier to learn the language
while living in a country rather
than to learn before.
While in Austria, Pruitt
was involved in many activities.
Pruitt recommends that
students who study abroad
should get involved and learn
more about the culture.
Student who wish to study
abroad for the spring 1994 semester should contact the International Center at 206
Tillman immediately due to the
fact that many institutions
have mid October acceptance
dates.
Students should call at
2133 and schedule an appointment with Dr. Wilson.

When should you transfer?
by Rhonda Carter
Special to the Johnsonian
Have you ever been in at
a place where you felt you didnot fit in or that maybe there
was someplace else you should
be?
Well 359 students had this
feeling or one similar to it this
fall semester.
Students decide to transferfromtheir old school to Winthrop for various reasons.
Some felt the school they
were attending just wasn't
what they had expected. Others transferred because of being homesick or wanting to be
closer to home.
"I transferred to Winthrop
this fall because USC was just
too big and the teachers weren't
able to give me the special attention that I wanted," said

Beyonka Wider, sophomore.
"Here I have a chance to meet
with my professor concerning
my questions and comments."
"Most transfer students
come in after their second year
in college. The reason being
that sometimes the student
may be coming from a two year
technical school and would like
to further his education," said
Jim Black, director of admissions.
The transfer process is
similar to regular enrollment.
After applying and sending
the necessary credentials, the
courses the student has taken
at the other school are then
compared to those offered here
at Winthrop.
If Winthrop offers a similar course and the student
earned a "C" or better, then

the credit is usually accepted.
Accepting credits is also
based on whether or not the
student earned the hours at a
regionally accredited school.
Sometimes credits have to be
transferred as electives.
If the student receives
credit for 30 or more hours and
has a cumulative grade point
average of 2.0, he is classified
as a sophomore.
"Sometimes we have students who do not have at least
30 semester hours. In that
case wo look at the high school
records, the SAT scores and
the cumulative GPR," said
Black.
After being classified and
receiving credit for the courses,
the student meets with a tran sfer advisor and then has an
abbreviated orientation.

by Camellia L. Shuler

Lifestyles Writer

In today's work force,
many employees want responsible and experienced
people to work in their firm.
In order for many students to
get the experience needed,
they would have to do internships or co-ops.
According to Tom
Injaychock, assistant director ofCareer Services, internships and co-ops are not the
An internship is when the
student is in a job experience
where they receive academic
credit with no payment for
work.
Internships are handled
by the department of the major.
A co-op is when a student
is in a job experience, receive
academic credit and, for the
most part, the student receive
payment for work.
Co-ops, which are usually part-time, are handled

by Career Services. Co-ops
cover every major such as
business, art and education.
When lookingforaco-op,
the student needs to know
the position he/she wants.
If a student want s to design his/her own co-op, Career Services offers a program called self-develop coop.
A self-develop co-op is
when a student 5s currently
working at one firm and decides that he/she wishes to
receive credit toward his/her
degree from working at another firm.
For example, a business
major is working in an accounting office. He then decides he wants to turn his
parents' business into a coop. The student can do this if
the job duties are appropriate to get class credit.
If you are interested in
learning more about co-ops,
you can contact Tom
Injaychock at 2141.

American Heart Association
Deviled Eggs
Just when you thought you'd have to give up deviled eggs—here's
a summer side-dish that's sure to please the whole family. This recipe
avoids the fat and cholesterol by substituting tofu for egg yolks.
1 dozen eggs,
hard-cooked
10! z. tofu, drained
p. spicy brown mustard

1 tbsp. reduced-calorie
mayonnaise
Paprika if desired

Remove shells from eggs. Slice eggs in half length-wise; remove
yolks and discard. Place tofu in a large bowl. Using a fork, mash tofu
into small bits. Add mustard and mayonnaise and mix well. Stuff into
egg whites. Top with paprika if desired. Serve chilled.
Serves 12; 2 halves per serving.
This Help \6ur Heart Recipe is frofn the American Heart Assodabon lo/tfet, lo^ChdeetBrd
Cookbook. Copyright 1989 by th* American Heart Association Inc. Published by Times
Books (a division of Rahdpm House Inc.), New \bric.

DONT BE ATTACKED
STRIKE BACK

Police Approved Pepper
Gas by Futronix, Inc gives
For Information contact Winthrop's
Dept. of Institutional Services
323- 2107
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WINTHROP CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

•EXTRA INCOME 93*
Earn $200 - $500 weekly
mailing 1993 Travel
brochures. For more information send a self
addressed stamped envelope to: Travel Inc. P.O
Box 2530, Miami, FI
33261.
COLLEGE R E P
WANTED
Student Housing Avail- to distribute "Student
able — $275 per month. Rate" subscription
Includes utilities, pool, cards at this campus.
telephone service. For Good income. For
and
more information call the information
Rock Hill Inn at329-2100 application write to:
Collegiate Marketing
and ask for Mike.
2bedroom townhouses 1
1/2 baths, fully equippe
kitchen, swimming pool
and on-site laundry
room. $425 /month, water and cable TV included. Locatedat Foxfire
Apartments on Ebenezer
Road. Call 366-4000 for
information.

FUNDRAISERS
Greeks & Clubs
Raise up to $1,000 in
justone week! Foryour
fraternity, sorority &
club. Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And a Free tshirtjust for calling. 1800-932-0528 ext 75
OPPORTUNITIES
EARN $500 or more
weekly
stuffing
envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to:
Country
Living
Shoppers, Dept. D8,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727.
AUDITIONS!!
Auditions for PVT
Wars, a tragicomedy
about Vietnam, will be
held on Sim, Oct 3 and
Mon Oct 4 at 5:00PM.
Needed: 4 males and 1
male or female. The
show dates are Dec 3
&4 at Main Street
Theatre. For info, on
auditions call Emily
Wilson (the director) at
327-1959.
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FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!

Raise as Much as You
Want In One Week!
$100...$600...$1500!
Market Applicationsforthe
holiest credit card everNEWGM MASTERCARD.
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS
on CM CARS! Qualify for FREE
T-SHIRT & '94 CMC JIMMY.
Call 1-80Q-950-1039, ext 75.

Or. rush $2.00 to: Rtsaarch Information
11322tthohm. 1206-A. Los Angelas. CA 90025

PO Box 1436
Mooresville, NC 28115
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Eart
$2000+
monthly,
Summer / holidays i
fulltime. World toravat
Caribbean, Hawaii
Europe, Mexico. Tow
Guides, Gift Shop Salot
Deck Hands, Casino
Workers , etc. No
experience necessary.
CALL602-680-4647, Ext
C147.
Anyone who can draw
for local small business.
Sports minded, open to
suggestions, screen
printing knowledge
helpful. Call 328-2552
ask for Lisa or Lee.
The Johnsonian needs
hard working, students
to sell advertising and
service accounts.. Great
opportunity for business
students. Call 323-3419.

FOR SALE
Mountain bikes for
Sale. 548-3888 or 5484800

The Johnsonian
is recyclable!
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"SURE, I USE PRODUCTS THAT HELP ME
LOOK MY BEST. THE REAL BEAUTY
Is THAT THEY'RE NOT ANIMAL-TESTED."

Society of the United States suitloc M October
and make every choke a beautiful ooe
Look for displays with this seal wherever you hay
>our personal care products. Or write The Humane
Now there's an easy way for Society or the United Slates for more Information
>wi to Identify which products are not. Watch for on this program
THE mmm soam
orrmniiugwu
The Beautiful Choice" symbol from The Humane
• M R 2COLSOTH.NW

Weekly Crossword
" Scrambled Poets "
ACROSS
1 Abhor
5 39.37 inches
10 Rip
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
27
29
33
34
35

Mr. Alda
Mental picture
Choir member
DEA agent
WELL NO GOLF
-dik
Allows
Jumps
Accustom
Hall of Famer Musial
Terrors
WITH TIRE
Fish
Picture holder
Exist

36 Ceremony
37 Copycat
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47
50
51
54
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Ms. Margret et al
WWII initials
Isolated
Supply again
RUG BANDS
Uncle Miltle& family
Napolean's solitude
Lake glider
Tranquility
Yesterday
Word with spider or bat
AGED RUG SET
Inferno
Legal claim
Angry
Unique thing
Professor's evaluation
Car need
Minced oath

DOWN
Bridge holding
Jai
GRIN AT KNOT
Resume letter initials
Maree & Coughlan
6 Speak forcefully

l

2

3

By Gerry Frey

4

14

17

20
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25
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42

30

31

32

52

53

26

29

39

13

19
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36
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22

28

33
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35

38

41
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54
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58
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56
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Summer quests
Urge.withon
Basketball off.
Gift
Ms. Fitzgerald
On
Aisles
Make happy
Clare Booth
Egyptian river
Alan Ladd role
Hour, e.g.
Peels
Professor Hill
Incorrect
GIN IN FLAME
Bert's friend
Relaxes
Fauna's relative
Organization
Dynamic or nautic
affix
40 More skillful

© 1993 All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

63

41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
52
53
55
56
57

Lease
Pour gently
Moistens the roast
Social class
Hide
Ms. McClurg
Grows old
Fleshy fruit
Region
Dweeb
Horse command
Swiss Canton
Enemy
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CuCturat ILvents
Oct. ' i
2,4-9 f

Time
8 p.m.

8 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
13

7 p.m.

Event
Winthrop Theatre Production,
"Picnic," admission: students,
$2.50
Faculty Chamber Recital
Winthrop Archives Film Festival:
1919 Film on Winthrop Student
Life
Fine Arts Series Preview
Lecture

Place
Johnson Studio
Theatre
Rutledge Gallery I
Kinard 204

Kinard Auditorium

JOB FIND
Division of Student Life —Career Services

Cashier. Flexible hours .$4.25/hour.
Child care assistant. Noon- 2 p.m. $4.65/
hour.
Wait Person. 15 hrs. per week. $2.10 plus
tips.
Cook/Food prep/Cashier, llhrs. per
week. $4.50/hour
Embroiderty assistant. Flexible hours.
$5/hour.
Merchandiser. 16 hrs. per week. $6/hour.
Sales. 15-20 hrs. per week. $4.25/hour.
Child care. 2:30-6 p.m. Tues-Fri. $45/
week.
Bank Teller. Mon-Fri. 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. or
8:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.. $5-6/hour.
Distribution. Wed. 4-12 a.m. $8/hour.
Constructio work. 50 hrs. per week.
Salary negotiabl. DOE.

Child care. Mon-Fri. 2:30 - 7 p.m. Salary
negotiaable.
Chauggeur. 10 hrs. per week. Negotiable
salary
Retail sales. Flexible hours. $5/hour.
Sales/Cashier. Flexible hours. $5/hour.
Nanny. 1 - 7 p.m. Mon-Wed. $5/hour.
Host/Hostess. 15-20hrs. per week. $4.25/
hour.
Teacher. 9 a.m. -12 p.m. Mon-hYi.$4.2&/
hour.
Clerical Assistant. 20 hrs. per week. $5/
hour.
Maintenance. 12-16hrs. per week. $5.50/
hour.
Cashier. Flexible hours $4.25/hour.
Merchandise processor. 30 hrs. per
week. $5.16/hour.

This Week
at Winthrop
FRIDAY
•Alumni Association Executive Board Meeting, 11
a.m., Conference Center
•How to Get a Job mini-course, 2-4 p.m., 209 Tillman
Hall, free to students
•Goodtime Karaoke, 8 p.m., Dinkins ATS
SATURDAY
•Winthrop Carowinds WeekendSat. and Sun.all day,
tickets at Dinkins Info. Desk
•Soccer vs. UMBC, 1 p.m.
•Third Annual Soccer Alumni Game, 3:30 p.m.
•Winthrop Theatre Production "Picnic," 8 p.m.,
Johnson Studio Theatre, $5/publ:c, $2.50/students,
runs Oct. 4-9 also
MONDAY
•Faculty Chamber Recital, 8 p.m., R;itledge Gallery
Remember,

Fall Break is Oct. i.t-12!

GO-OP
Career Services
Division of Student Life
Listed below are a few of the many opportunities available
through wintnrop's Cooperative toucaiion riuyidm.

IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ANY CO-OP POSITION, STUDENTS MUST HAVE AN UP-TO-DATE CO-OP FILE
OPEN. To open a file, you must attend a Co-op Fact Meeting
QB, If you are unable to attend a fact meeting, schedule an
appointment with the Co-op Assistant. To do so, stop by Career
Sen/ices at 638 Oakland Ave. (across from Tillman) or call 323Complete information on these job listings is available at Career Sen/ices, across from Tillman. 2141.
If one of the above listings is not on the job board, it means that the job has been filled.
Child care. Job number Tl 2-15/9/3. Lakr Wylie, S.C. $5/hour.
Part time jobs fill rapidly, so check the board weekly for current listings.
Type company—Sports.
Art Assistant. Job number Tl 2-14/9/3. Rock Hill, S.C. Volunteer for experience. Type company — Service.
Writer. Job numoer JM1-10/7/93. Washington, DC. Stipend.
Type company —Public service.
Computer programmer/operator. Job number JM 2-010/93.
Fort Mill, S.C. Salary TBD. Type company — Sen/ice.
Marketing/Advertising sales assistant. Job numberTI 2-1 -6/
932. Fort Mill, SC. $6/hour. Type company — Markeiing.
Administrative assistant. Job number Tl 1-2-7/93.Rock Hill,
SC. $6/hour. Type company — Salvage.
Sales support. Job number Tl 2-6 8/93. Charlotte, NC. $7/
hour. Type company — Manufacturing.
Personal Assistant. Job number Tl 2-7-8/93. Rock Hill, SC.
u
Salary TBD. Type company — Environmental.
Graphic artist. Job number JM 1-4-7/93. Charlotte, N.C.
Wednesdays, 5-6 p.m.
Volunteer for experience. Type company — Public service.
Marketing Assistant. Job number Tl 2-8-8/93. Charlotte, NC.
$5/hour. Type company — Service/Retail.
Step #1:
O c t 13
Job search strategies that work
Sales support. Job numberTI 2-12-8/93. Up to $7/hour. Type
Step #2:
O c t 20
Effective resume writing
company — Computer.
Step #3:
O c t 27
Interviewing for success
ATTEND ALL THREE WORKSHOPS, OR JUST ONE!
Teaching assistant. Job number Tl 2-5-8/93. Charlotte, NC.
$5/hour. Type company — Child care.
COST: FREE
WHERE: CAREER SERVICES
Criminal justice assistant JobnumberJM 1-2-7/93. York, SC.
(Across from Tillman)
Volunteer for experience. Type company — Law.
Call ext 2141 to reserve your space.
Counselour. Job number Tl 2-9-8/93. Rock Hill, SC. $175/
Space is limited, so call TODAY!
weekend. Type company — Social work.
Sponsored by Career Services, Division of Student Life

The
JOB HUNTER'S
WORKSHOPS

Learn the skills you need to get the job
y ° want!

Leave something for your children...

Recycle The Johnsonian!

